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As an illustration, skin becomes 20–50 times more perme-
able when the lipid fraction is extracted with an organic 
solvent (1). At this point, the origin of skin impermeability 
is mainly associated with the presence of lipid crystalline 
phases. At physiological temperature, SC lipids are mainly 
in a crystalline state, forming solid orthorhombic struc-
tures, which is proposed to be highly impermeable (2–4).

SC lipid composition is rather unique for biological 
membranes: an equimolar mixture of ceramides, FFAs, 
and cholesterol (Chol). There are at least 15 subclasses of 
ceramides in human SC, including ceramides NS, which 
are ceramides bearing a nonhydroxylated chain and a 
sphingosine base (5). Ceramides NS present different acyl 
chain lengths, usually from 16 to 30 carbon (C) atoms, the 
most abundant being the C24 chain (6, 7). Ceramide EOS, 
an esterified -hydroxy acid sphingosine, is constituted by 
a sphingosine base bearing a very long omega-hydroxy fatty 
acid with a chain length distribution between 26 C and 36 
C atoms to which an unsaturated C18 fatty acid chain is es-
terified. There is also a chain length distribution of the FFA 
component, the most abundant being saturated with 22 C, 
24 C, and 26 C atoms (8).

X-ray and neutron diffraction studies have shown that 
SC lipids form two coexisting lamellar phases with different 
spacing: the short periodicity phase (SPP), with a repeat 
distance of approximately 6 nm, and the long periodicity 
phase (LPP), with a periodicity of around 13 nm (9). The 
LPP plays an important role in the skin barrier; for exam-
ple, the diffusion rate of an aminobenzoic acid derivative 
in model membranes lacking ceramide EOS that only form 
the SPP was increased compared with that in the presence 
of ceramide EOS that forms the LPP and SPP (10). Fur-
thermore, ceramide EOS seems to play a crucial role in the 
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The mammalian skin barrier is a vital component of our 
body, tightly regulating the loss of water and the adsorp-
tion of exogenous molecules. The stratum corneum (SC), 
the top layer of skin, is the most important element ensur-
ing skin impermeability. It is formed by hydrophobic protein 
blocks glued together with stacks of unusual lipids. The SC 
lipid fraction is mainly responsible for skin impermeability. 
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formation of the LPP. Previous studies show that the pres-
ence of ceramide EOS is a requirement to prepare SC 
model membranes with both SPP and LPP and that replac-
ing the unsaturated C18 chain of ceramide EOS by a satu-
rated C18 chain is detrimental for the formation of the 
LPP (11, 12). Furthermore, some skin diseases, like atopic 
dermatitis and dry skin, are characterized by a low content 
of ceramide EOS (13), which is thought to influence the 
formation of the LPP and may contribute to the reduction 
in skin barrier.

Several models for the organization of SC lipids into the 
SPP and LPP have been proposed (14–18). Recently, a 
model based on neutron diffraction analyses showed that 
ceramide NS could dictate the length of the unit cell in the 
SPP, sharing the unit cell space with Chol and FFA. The 
LPP, on the other hand, could be formed of ceramide EOS 
and ceramide NS, surrounded by Chol and very long chain 
FFAs (18).

In this work, we have characterized the chain order of 
different components in mirror SC model lipid mixtures 
forming the LPP. The mixtures included 33.3 (mol)% ce-
ramide {13.3 (mol)% of ceramide EOS with an oleate chain 
[N-melissoyl-oleoyloxy hexacosanoyl-D-erythro-sphingosine 
(Cer EOS)] and 20.0 (mol)% of [N-lignoceryl-D-erythro-
sphingosine (Cer NS)]}, 33.3 (mol)% Chol, and 33.3 
(mol)% FFA [0.8 (mol)% FFA16, 1.5 (mol)% FFA18, 2.9 
(mol)% FFA20, and 28.2 (mol)% FFA24] (Fig. 1). SC FFAs 
actually include FFA22; however, we used a proportion of 
FFA24 that represents the combined amount of FFA22 and 
FFA24 in SC [85 (mol)% of the total FFA], allowing us to 
describe the behavior of the very long FFA chains using a 
single representative of this class of molecules.

For the spectroscopic analysis, mirror mixtures with the 
same composition, but containing one deuterated species, 
were prepared: deuterated Cer NS-d47, deuterated Cer 
EOS-d33, or deuterated FFA24-d47. The mirror mixture 
with FFA24-d47 included hydrogenated FFA16, FFA18, and 
FFA20.

The chain order has been characterized using three  
independent complementary techniques. 2H-NMR is a 
powerful technique in the study of SC model membranes 
because it provides valuable information about the chain 
orientational order and phase behavior of the deuter-
ated lipid constituent (19, 20). The methylene stretching 

vibrations, observed in the infrared (IR) and Raman spec-
tra, allow the characterization of the lipid chain conforma-
tional order (21–23). These approaches exploit the isoto-
pic shift effect to provide a simultaneous and independent 
characterization of different components in a mixture 
when a species with a deuterated chain is used: the C-D 
symmetric stretching mode (sCD2) is an intrinsic probe of 
the deuterated chain order, while the methylene symmet-
ric stretching band (sCH2) describes the chain order of 
the hydrogenated components.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Two ceramides, protiated Cer EOS and Cer NS, were gener-

ously provided by Evonik (Essen, Germany); their purity was >96% 
for Cer NS and >91% for Cer EOS. Partly deuterated Cer EOS and 
Cer NS (Fig. 1) (purity >99% as determined by mass spectrometry) 
were custom synthesized by Evonik. Palmitic acid (C16:0), stearic 
acid (C18:0), arachidic acid (C20:0), lignoceric acid (C24:0), and 
Chol, all with a purity >98%, were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 
Chemie GmbH (Schnelldorf, Germany). Deuterated lignoceric 
acid (purity >98%) was obtained from ARC Laboratories (Apel-
doorn, The Netherlands). Silicon wafers were obtained from Ok-
metic (Vantaa, Finland). The solvents that were used were supplied 
by Labscan (Dublin, Ireland) and were of analytical grade.

Sample preparation
The synthetic ceramides, Chol, and FFAs were used in an equi-

molar ratio. The molar ratio between Cer EOS and Cer NS was 
0.4:0.6, while the fatty acids were used in a molar ratio of 
FFA24:FFA20:FFA18:FFA16 84.6:8.75:4.57:2.05. To prepare the 
mixtures, the appropriate amount of lipids (20 mg) was dis-
solved in a chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v) mixture at a concen-
tration of 5 mg/ml. Subsequently, the lipids were sprayed on a 
silicon substrate on an area of 1.5 × 4.0 cm2 using a Camag Lino-
mat IV sample applicator (Muttenz, Switzerland). Spraying was 
performed at a rate of 5 l/min under a gentle stream of nitro-
gen gas. Subsequently, the lipid mixture was equilibrated for  
10 min at 70°C, close to the melting temperature of the lipid 
mixture. After equilibration, the sample was slowly cooled down 
and carefully scraped from the support and inserted into a NMR 
tube. The NMR tube was closed air tight under a flow of argon 
gas to prevent oxidation.

Small angle X-ray diffraction
Small angle X-ray diffraction was used to determine the lamellar 

organization. The small angle X-ray diffraction measurements 
were carried out at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(Grenoble, France) at station BM26B. The pattern was collected 
on a Pilatus 1M detector for two times 60 s. The sample-to-detector 
distance was approximately 2 m. The scattering intensity I (arbi-
trary units) was measured as a function of the scattering vector  
q (in nm1), defined as π θ λq 4 sin( )= , in which  is the scattering 
angle and  is the wavelength. From the positions of the peaks, the 
repeat distance was calculated π nd n2 q= , in which n is the order 
of the diffraction peak and qn the peak position of the nth order.

2H-NMR analysis
Solid-state NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker 

Avance II 400 WB spectrometer at a 2H-frequency of 61.4 MHz, 

Fig. 1. The molecular structure of the lipids investigated in the 
present study. The deuterium-labeled portions are represented in 
red.
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using a Bruker static probe with a 5 mm coil. The spectra were 
acquired using a quadrupolar echo pulse sequence with a 1.80 s 
90° pulse, separated by an interpulse delay of 40 s, and a recycle 
time of 50 s for slow-relaxing solid phase and 0.3 s for gel and 
disordered phases. Samples were placed into a Teflon holder, hy-
drated with an acetate buffer (50 mM, pH 5), and incubated at 
37°C. After 24 h of incubation, a first spectrum was recorded. 
Then, samples were left at 37°C for 7 days. A second spectrum was 
collected after the week. In all cases, there was no difference be-
tween this spectrum and the one collected after 1 day incubation, 
suggesting that the sample was at thermodynamic equilibrium. A 
minimum of 1,000 scans was collected for each spectrum.

IR analysis
IR spectroscopy analyses were carried out using a Thermo Ni-

colet 4700 spectrometer. A portion of hydrated lipid mixture was 
put between two CaF2 windows separated by a 5 m-thick Teflon 
spacer. An additional 25 l aliquot of acetate buffer was added to 
the sample to maintain hydration during the measurements. This 
assembly was inserted in a temperature-controlled brass sample 
holder and placed into the spectrometer. The spectra were ac-
quired as a function of increasing temperature, varying from 25°C 
to 70°C with a temperature step of 2°C and an equilibration pe-
riod of 5 min for each temperature. Spectra were recorded co-
adding 32 scans with a nominal spectral resolution of 1 cm1. The 
reported band positions correspond to the band maximum.

Raman analysis
Raman measurements were performed using a WITec confocal 

Raman system, with an immersion 63× objective (NA = 1.0). A 
small portion of the sample was placed on a CaF2 window and 
gently squeezed in order to obtain a relatively flat surface. The 
sample was immersed in the acetate buffer to ensure complete 
hydration during the measurements. The sample temperature 
was adjusted to 33°C. A 532 nm laser was used as excitation source 
with a 10 mW power at the sample surface. Spectra were recorded 
between 1,000 and 3,200 cm1 with a spectral resolution of 1 cm1, 
the acquisition time for each spectrum was 3 s.

RESULTS

The X-ray diffraction curve of the protiated sample is 
provided in supplemental Fig. S1. The position of the 
peaks revealed a single lamellar phase spacing with a re-
peat distance of 12.4 nm, corresponding to the LPP. In ad-
dition, phase separated crystalline Chol was present.

The 2H-NMR spectra of Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol 
mixtures were recorded from mirror mixtures made with 
FFA24-d47, Cer NS-d47, or Cer EOS-d33. Figure 2 shows the 
spectra evolution of the deuterium-labeled mixtures as a 
function of temperature.

Fig. 2. Thermal evolution of the 2H-NMR spectra of 
the Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol mirror mixtures; 
FFA24-d (A), Cer NS-d (B), and Cer EOS-d (C). The 
spectra are normalized to the same height.
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Figure 2A shows the behavior of deuterated lignoceric 
acid in the Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol mixture. At low 
temperatures, the spectrum was typical of lipids in a solid 
phase, i.e., composed of two patterns: a broad signal with a 
quadrupolar splitting of 120 kHz, which corresponds to 
the equivalent methylene groups along the FFA24 all-trans 
immobile (on the NMR timescale) acyl chain, and a second 
powder pattern, with a quadrupolar splitting of 35 kHz 
due to the terminal methyl groups. The FFA24 spectrum at 
37°C, with a width at the base of 128 kHz, indicated a 
transition of the fatty acid toward a gel phase. Upon heat-
ing up to 60°C, the evolution of the spectrum showed an 
increase of chain rotational diffusion while remaining in 
an almost all-trans configuration (2, 24). Heating above 
60°C caused a transition toward a liquid-ordered phase 
(lo). In this phase, FFA24 molecules underwent fast rota-
tional motion along the lipid long axis, while the orienta-
tional order of lipid chains remained high. The spectrum 
shape was associated with the overlapping powder patterns 
due to the order gradient along the chain. Heating above 
65°C caused a transition to an isotropic phase, character-
ized by a narrow central peak corresponding to FFA24 mol-
ecules that reoriented randomly on the NMR time scale.

The behavior of deuterated Cer NS in the mixture is de-
scribed in Fig. 2B. Cer NS experienced phase transitions 
analogous to those of FFA24 in the mixture, i.e., solid phase 
at the physiological temperature of the skin, a solid-to-gel 
phase transition at 37°C, a gel-to-lo phase transition at 
around 60°C, and finally a transition toward an isotropic 
phase starting at 70°C.

The mixture containing Cer EOS with a deuterated ole-
ate chain (Fig. 2C) showed a completely different behav-
ior. This sample exhibited a narrow signal over all the 
investigated temperature range. This 2H-NMR signature is 
typical of molecules undergoing isotropic motions, an ob-
servation suggesting that the oleate chains were highly 
disordered, as in a liquid phase. Four additional experi-
ments were carried out in order to discard micelle forma-
tion and/or extended lipid separation. First, the sample 
was suspended in a large excess of buffer (1 ml) and cen-
trifuged at 2,200 g for 30 min. The supernatant was dis-
carded and the spectrum of the pellet was recorded: it 
showed only the narrow line. This result indicated that Cer 
EOS was not forming small aggregates that would have re-
mained in the supernatant, but this lipid was included in 
the lipid matrix. Furthermore, mass spectrometry showed 
that Cer EOS was intact after the measurements. Second, 
the spectrum of the sample that was dehydrated by freeze-
drying was recorded and it showed only the narrow line 
(see supplemental Fig. S2). This finding indicated that the 
driving force for the formation of a solid matrix with liquid-
phase domain organization is not primarily hydrophobic 
interactions, as it was observed in the absence of water. 
Third, the dry sample was cooled down and the spectrum 
remained essentially a narrow line down to 20°C (supple-
mental Fig. S2). Fourth, a Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol 
mixture sample containing both Cer EOS-d33 and FFA24-d47  
was prepared. The spectrum showed the wide powder pat-
tern of immobile deuterated chains coexisting with the 

narrow line (see supplemental Fig. S3), indicating the co-
existence of solid and liquid-like lipids in the sample. The 
relative areas of these spectral components agreed with the 
proportion and number of deuterium nuclei of FFA24-d47 
and Cer EOS-d33, considering the former contributing only 
to the solid-phase signal and the latter to the narrow signal. 
The intensity of the narrow line remained constant up to 
10°C. Upon further cooling, a pattern associated with 
solid phase grew and the spectrum displayed only this solid 
powder pattern at 50°C.

IR spectroscopy was used to probe changes in the con-
formational order of lipid chains because the positions of 
the methylene stretching vibrations are sensitive to trans/ 
gauche isomerization of acyl chains (25–27). The position 
of the deuterated methylene symmetric stretching band 
(sCD2) was associated with deuterated chain order, while 
the position of the hydrogenated methylene symmetric 
stretching band (sCH2) described the overall conforma-
tional order of all the hydrogenated lipid chains in the 
mixture. Figure 3 shows the evolution of these spectral pa-
rameters as a function of temperature for the Cer EOS/
Cer NS/FFA/Chol mixtures.

In the sample containing FFA24-d47 (Fig. 3A), the posi-
tion of the sCD2 band remained at 2,088.5 cm1 between 
25°C and 60°C, indicating a highly ordered FFA24-d47 acyl 
chain (25, 26). Upon heating above 60°C, the band posi-
tion abruptly shifted toward high wavenumbers, reaching 
2,095.6 cm1 at 70°C. This value is characteristic of a disor-
dered acyl chain (28, 29) and the band shift was associated 
with the disordering of FFA24-d47 chains, as previously ob-
served for analogous mixtures (2, 30). At low temperatures, 
the sCH2 band was found at around 2,850 cm1, a value 
indicative of high chain order (25, 26). The band position 
slightly increased by 1 cm1 between 30°C and 40°C, pre-
sumably due to a solid-to-gel transition, as reported previ-
ously for analogous mixtures (2, 30). Its value increased 
abruptly at 60°C, reaching 2,853.5 cm1 at 70°C. This up-
shift was indicative of an increase of the conformational 
chain disorder (31, 32).

A similar behavior was observed for the sample contain-
ing deuterated Cer NS (Fig. 3B). The sCD2 band was 
observed at 2,088.5 cm1, from 25°C to about 60°C, indi-
cating that the Cer NS-d47 chain was highly ordered. Upon 
further heating, the band position upshifted and reached 
2,094.7 cm1 at 70°C, reporting the increase of conforma-
tional chain disorder of the Cer NS chain. The thermal 
profile obtained for the sCH2 band position was similar to 
that of the sample containing FFA24-d47.

The mixture containing Cer EOS-d33 (Fig. 3C) showed 
high values for the position of the sCD2 band, with a mean 
value of 2,095.7 ± 0.8 cm1 over the entire temperature 
range. The band position was actually very similar to those 
obtained for FFA24-d47 and Cer NS-d47 molecules at 70°C. 
These results indicated that the oleate chain of Cer EOS 
was highly disordered, even at low temperatures. The hy-
drogenated lipid acyl chains, however, followed a behavior 
analogous to the previous samples. The sCH2 position was 
2,849.5 cm1 at 25°C, increased slightly between 32°C and 
40°C, was constant from 40°C to 60°C, and rapidly increased 
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to 2,853 cm1 at 70°C. It should be noted that the sCH2 
position was systematically slightly lower (by about 0.5 cm1) 
than those recorded for the mixtures with FFA24-d47 or Cer 
NS-d47. In these mixtures, Cer EOS contributed to the C-H 
stretching region (as the hydrogenated form was present) 
and its high conformational disorder was likely responsible 
for the small upshift of the sCH2 position, which described 
the overall order of all the hydrogenated chain species.

In order to further characterize the chain order, the C-D 
stretching region of the Raman spectra of the mirror mixtures 
was analyzed (Fig. 4). This region was dominated by a band 

at 2,100 cm1, assigned to the symmetric C-D stretching 
of the CD2 groups (29). Its width increases with the confor-
mational disorder of the deuterated acyl chain (31). The 
band width at 65% of the height was 21.6 cm1 for the mix-
ture, including FFA24-d47 and Cer NS-d47, and 42.4 cm1 
for that with CerEOS-d33. These observations also indicated 
that the acyl chains of FFA24 and Cer NS were both ordered 
while the oleate chain in CerEOS was highly disordered, as 
inferred from the 2H-NMR and IR spectroscopy results.

DISCUSSION

The present work reveals a novel feature of SC lipid orga-
nization: this lipid structure is formed by solid lipids in 
which highly disordered liquid domains formed by the ole-
ate chain of CerEOS are embedded. The existence of a 
large solid/crystalline component in the SC lipid fraction is 
a well-established aspect: for example, wide-angle X-ray dif-
fraction patterns reported crystalline structures in human 
SC (32). IR spectra of SC model mixtures, as well as real SC, 
showed highly ordered chains with orthorhombic packing 
(28, 33). Solid-state NMR of several model mixtures mim-
icking SC lipid phase mainly gave rise to the pattern charac-
teristic of immobile acyl chains (20, 34). The presence of a 
fluid lipid fraction was proposed for the first time more 
than 20 years ago by Forslind (16). Under this hypothesis, 
crystalline domains forming mosaic-like structures were 
bound by lipids in a fluid phase. This model rationalized 
the low permeability of SC, as well as its flexibility (16). A 
detailed NMR study supported this model and indicated 
that a small fraction of lipids in intact SC was mobile (35). 
Recently, an organization of SC lipids reproducing the SPP 
and LPP structure based on neutron diffraction results was 
proposed (18). This model presents the possible arrange-
ment of the various lipid components in the LPP stacked 
layers (Fig. 5). The proposed lipid arrangement leaves a 

Fig. 3. Thermotropic behavior of Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol 
mixtures containing FFA24-d47 (A), Cer NS-d47 (B), and Cer EOS-d33 
(C). The data points represent the average and the standard devia-
tion for n = 3.

Fig. 4. The C-D stretching region of the Raman spectra for the 
Cer EOS/Cer NS/FFA/Chol mirror mixtures.
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Fig. 5. Suggested locations of the liquid domains 
into the crystalline lipid matrix. Polar head groups 
and ester bonds are represented by circles.

limited space for the linoleate chain of Cer EOS and it was 
proposed that the chain, in contrast to the fully extended 
acyl chains of the other lipid species, would be highly disor-
dered. These disordered chains could not be observed in the 
diffraction experiments. However, it was shown by IR spec-
troscopy that the deuterated linoleate chain of Cer EOS in a 
model mixture similar to the one used in the present work 
and forming exclusively LPP was fluid (36). The present 
results reveal that the unsaturated chain of Cer EOS expe-
riences liquid-like dynamics, proposing the existence of 
hydrocarbon droplets in the SC solid lipid matrix. It has been 
shown (37) that the model mixtures including oleate or lino-
leate as the unsaturated chain of Cer EOS behaved similarly, 
as they both formed the LPP, and their unsaturated chains 
were proposed to be disordered by IR spectroscopy. It should 
be pointed out that, in the present work, the liquid domains 
were observed even in the absence of water. This observation 
is actually consistent with previous results obtained on intact 
SC showing that the small fraction of mobile lipids was still 
observed with completely dry SC (35). The unexpected pres-
ence of liquid domains is proposed to be associated with the 
steric confinement of the oleate chains. The crystallization 
process leads to the ordering of all the methylene segments 
into an all-trans configuration to maximize interchain van 
der Waals interactions. According to the proposed lipid orga-
nization, the dimension of the space available to the oleate 
chain is too short for a fully extended oleate chain (19 Å) 
(38). This confinement would prevent chain stretching and 
lipid solidification. The fact that the oleate chain of Cer EOS 
remained in the liquid state at a temperature as low as 20°C, 
as observed by 2H-NMR, is an exceptional behavior, as com-
pounds bearing an oleate chain have a melting point consid-
erably higher than this value. The melting point of oleic acid 
is 16.3°C (39). The melting point of cis-9-octadecen-1-ol is 
between 0°C and 3°C (39), that of cis-9-octadecenylamine is 
25°C (39), that of cis-9-octadecenoamide is 76°C (39), and 
that of cis-9-octadecene is 0–2°C (40). The depression of this 
melting point is reminiscent of the decrease in the crystalliza-
tion temperature of molecules trapped in nanopores [for 
reviews, see (41, 42)]. Such a phenomenon is even observed 
with water when the geometrical constraints associated with 
the pore size hinder the formation of the tetrahedral ice 
structure by the water molecules (43).

The dynamics of the oleate chain remained, even at 
20°C, fast on the NMR time scale (105 s) as the quadru-
polar interactions were completely averaged out. The liq-
uid-like behavior of the oleate chains suggests that they are 
not isolated from each other, but a certain number of them 

are grouped together, forming local hydrocarbon nano-
droplets (Fig. 5). The presence of an unsaturation in the 
chain is a structural element favoring the formation of a 
liquid phase and increasing chain disorder (44); for ex-
ample, the melting points of oleic acid and octadecanoic 
acid are 14°C and 69°C, respectively (39). Interestingly, the 
presence of an unsaturation in the ester-linked acyl chain 
of Cer EOS appears to be essential for the formation of the 
LPP: small angle X-ray observations of mixtures made with 
human ceramide/Cer EOS/FFAs/Chol showed the for-
mation of the LPP when Cer EOS bore an unsaturated 
linoleate or oleate chain, but not a stearate (saturated) 
chain (12, 37). In these mixtures, the hydrocarbon chain 
of Cer EOS was more disordered when it was a linoleate or 
oleate chain than when it was a saturated stearate chain, 
reinforcing the conclusion that a distinct structure that in-
cludes liquid domains is formed with Cer EOS bearing an 
unsaturated chain.

The existence of liquid domains in the SC matrix could 
lead to revising the understanding of skin barrier property. 
It has been proposed that the presence of small solid/crys-
talline domains in the SC lipid fraction would make the 
diffusion path extremely tortuous, leading to a very limited 
permeability (45). The presence of liquid hydrocarbon drop-
lets in the matrix could actually be a key element contribut-
ing to the SC impermeability. These apolar domains located 
in the head group regions would act as obstacles for the 
diffusion of hydrophilic compounds through the SC. More-
over, they could act as traps for the apolar species, which 
would strongly partition in these hydrocarbon liquid drop-
lets. The migration of the SC matrix toward the surface and 
the subsequent shedding would be an efficient way to pre-
vent the penetration of apolar compounds in the body. 
This hypothesis is supported by the permeability measure-
ments showing that a SC model mixture lacking Cer EOS, 
and therefore not forming the characteristic LPP, displayed 
a 2-fold increased permeability compared with the corre-
sponding model mixture that included Cer EOS, which 
forms the LPP (10). The putative role of these liquid do-
mains in SC impermeability provides a structural rationale 
for the phenomenological link between the presence of 
the LPP and the skin barrier impermeability.
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